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October 2019 
 

“It’s not whether you get knocked down, It’s whether you get up.” 
 

- Vince Lombardi 
Equity markets 

Indices 30th Sept  
2019

31st Oct  
2019

1 Month 
Return (%) 

1 Year  
Return (%)

BSE Sensex 38,667.33 40,129.05 3.78 16.51
S&P CNX Nifty 11,474.45 11,877.45 3.51 14.35
BSE 100 11,580.94 11,999.14 3.61 12.54
BSE Mid Cap 14,104.13 14,864.50 5.39 1.72
BSE Small Cap 13,170.76 13,558.05 2.94 -4.53
Source: Bloomberg  

All the major domestic indices posted gains during Oct’19; Sensex was up 3.78% during 
the month whereas Nifty gained 3.51%. While Mid cap index outperformed the large cap 
indices gaining 5.39%, Small cap index underperformed the large cap indices as it 
moved by 2.94% during the month. 

All the major global equity indices except FTSE 100 increased during month of Oct’19; 
ranging from 0.48% to 5.38%. Nikkei 225 index gained the most while FTSE 100 
declined by 2.16% during the month.  

For the month of Oct’19, except for IT sector all the sector indices posted positive 
returns. Auto sector followed by Oil & gas sector gained the most during the month.    

Both FIIs and DIIs were net buyers in equities during the month. FIIs were net buyers in 
equities to the tune of ~Rs.146.6bn whereas mutual funds were net buyers to the tune of 
~Rs.36.6bn for the month.  

The yield of benchmark 10-year G-sec moved to 6.64% as at end Oct’19 from 6.70% at 
the end of Sept’19.  

 

The performances of all the major 
commodities were mixed on a 
YoY basis. Nickel followed by 
Silver had gained the most in a 
year time while Crude oil followed 
by Tin has declined the most.  
On a MoM basis, Nickel and 
Crude Oil are on a negative side 
whereas all the other major 
commodities have posted positive 
returns 
  

Source: Bloomberg  

 

 

 

 

 

Commodities    
(USD) 

1 Month 
Return (%)

One Year 
Return (%)

Gold 2.75 24.55
Silver 6.55 27.09
Crude Oil -0.50 -19.37
Copper 1.26 -3.25
Primary Aluminum 1.95 -10.16
Lead 1.08 12.16
Nickel -2.38 44.74
Tin 3.77 -13.48
Zinc 4.39 -0.42
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Macro Economic Data  

Indicators Jul-19 
Aug-

19 
Sep-
19 

Oct-
19 Comments 

IIP (%) 4.6% -1.1%     

Industrial output contracted by 1.1% in Aug’19, 
from 4.6% growth in Jun’19, mainly led by the 
decline in manufacturing output (-1.2% in Aug'19 
vs. 4.5% growth in Jul’19) and electricity output (-
0.9% in Aug'19 vs. 4.8% growth in Jul’19).  

Core Sector 
(%) 

2.7% -0.5% -5.2%   

Core sector output further contracted by 5.2% in 
Sep’19, following 0.5% contraction in Aug’19, led 
by the decline in coal output (-20.5% in Sep'19 vs. 
-8.6% in Aug'19) and petroleum refinery products 
(-6.7% in Sep'19 vs. 2.6% in Aug'19). 

RBI 
monetary 

policy 
(Repo 

Rate) (%) 

5.75% 5.40% 5.40% 5.15% 
In its 4th bi-monthly monetary policy of FY20, the 
RBI cut the repo rate by 25bps to 5.15%, taking the 
cumulative rate cuts to 135bps in this easing cycle. 

     
Real GDP growth projection for FY20 has been cut 
sharply from 6.9% earlier to 6.1% now, with a 
recovery in 2HFY20 the range of 6.6%-7.2%. 

CPI 
inflation 
(%) 

3.1% 3.3% 4.0%   

CPI inflation rose to 4% (highest in last 14-
months) in Sep'19 vs. 3.3% in Aug'19. It was led 
by a sharp jump in vegetable prices, which 
increased by 15.4% (highest in last 19-months) in 
Sep'19 from 6.9% in Aug'19. 

Trade 
Deficit ($, 
bn) 

-13.44 -13.45 -10.86   

In Sep’19, exports fell by 6.6% to $26bn, while 
imports declined 13.8% (the sharpest fall in 37-
months) to $36.9bn. Trade deficit narrowed to 
$10.9bn in Sep’19 vs. $13.5bn in Aug’19.  

GST 
Collection 
($, bn) 

1021 982 919 954 
Total gross GST revenue collections in Oct’19 
stood at Rs. 954bn, following Rs. 919bn collection 
in Sep’19.  

Exchange 
Rate 
(INR/USD)  

68.86 71.76 70.69 70.81 
Indian Rupee depreciated by 0.2% during Oct’19, 
as it closed at 70.8 in the end of Oct’19 from 71.7 
at the end of Sep’19 per dollar. 

Monsoon 
(%) 

-7.3% 0.4% 10.0%   Rainfall is above normal at 10% as of Sep’19. 
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Key insights from 2QFY20 results so far:  

28 Nifty companies have announced their results till 2nd Nov'19.These cos have met 
expectations on the sales/EBITDA/PBT front but surprised on PAT owing to the revision 
in tax expenses post the corporate tax cuts. In terms of PBT, Automobiles and 
Healthcare have exceeded, while Cement and Capital Goods have missed the 
expectations. Not all corporates are shifting to the new tax regime due to considerations 
around MAT credit and other exemptions. The trend in earnings revision has remained 
balanced so far which was skewed significantly in favor of downgrades in the past 
quarters. This can be attributed to the revised lower tax assumptions. Management 
commentary is incrementally positive for Automobiles and Corporate Banks, while it is 
stable for FMCG.  

 

Outlook  

Equity markets started off by giving away some of the gains of September but then 
subsequently resumed their uptrend, buoyed by an improvement in global sentiments 
driven by a dovish stance by the US Fed, monetary easing by the ECB and the Fed, and 
a US-China trade deal looking much more probable.  

Post the cut in Corporate tax rate, market expects further actions including 
rationalization of Dividend Distribution tax (DDT), Long term capital gains tax (LTCG) 
and Personal income tax, fiscal incentives to prop up the real estate demand and front 
loading of infrastructure investments. While there may be some attempt in that direction, 
the overarching constraint is government's fiscal position which continues to struggle 
because of continuing softness in GST collections and direct tax collections, both of 
which have been weak and have been trending significantly below the budget estimates. 

In the face of weakening economic activity and subdued equity market performance, 
inflows into mutual funds have been relatively resilient, which is a very good trend from a 
long term point of view. FII flows have turned the corner of late, with some improvement 
in global sentiments and a possible bottoming out of Indian fundamentals. 

Markets are currently trading at roughly 19x FY21 P/E which is a little above the long 
term average. With the recent slowing down of the economy, there is a rising risk of 
earnings being cut further unless there is a meaningful pick in economic activity in the 
second half of the year. This construct makes us slightly cautious in the short term. 
However, from a medium to long term point of view, as the benefits of government 
reforms start percolating down to the real economy, we should see an improvement in 
growth indicators and that should augur well for the equity markets. 
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October 2019 

Fixed Income Market 

Fixed Income Market Review –  

After a sharp rise in yields in September, due to the surprise corporate tax rate cut, bond 
yields started the month on an optimistic note as markets priced in an expected interest 
rate cut in the October monetary policy. RBI did cut interest rates by 25 bps, as 
expected. But yields gave up the pre-policy gains as markets perceived limited room for 
RBI to cut interest rates further. 
Bond yield traded in a very narrow range for the rest of the month, with no triggers for a 
decisive move in either direction. 
CPI inflation for September rose to 3.99%, virtually hitting the mid-point of RBI’s inflation 
target mandate. However, the rise in the headline inflation was led by a pickup in food 
inflation, which was seen to be transitory, in light of the widespread rains and flooding. 
Core inflation, continued to ease, keeping alive expectations for continuation of the 
‘accommodative’ stance of the monetary policy. 
Global markets saw a revival of optimism on the economic outlook as the US-China 
trade negotiations seemed to be heading towards an interim ‘phase 1’ agreement. 
Moreover, positive developments on the Brexit front also revived hopes of an amicable 
agreement between the EU and Britain for their separation.  
Oil prices traded in a narrow range as the improvement in global economic outlook 
helped revive prices. However, the excess supply and inventory buildup capped the 
gains in prices. 
Over the course of the month, the 10-year benchmark bond yield traded in a narrow 
range to end the month at 6.65%, from 6.70% at the end of the previous month. The 
Government also issued a new 10-year bond at a coupon of 6.45%, which trade at the 
same yield at the end of the month. 
 
Market Outlook – 

The fundamental factors of benign inflation and subdued growth, both globally and 
domestically, continue to provide a positive backdrop to bond markets. With inflation 
under control, RBI stated that its ‘accommodative’ policy stance will be maintained as 
long as it is necessary to revive growth. The weak growth environment has led the RBI 
to provide a strong forward guidance on its policy stance. 
Global factors, too, are favorable as the outlook for global growth remains weak, and oil 
prices have stayed soft.  These developments do support lower bond yields. 
However, the concern over the Government’s fiscal balance overshadows these positive 
factors. The Government’s tax revenue growth is trending far below the budgeted growth 
rate. The markets are bracing for a sharp shortfall in the Government’s revenue 
collections. The corporate tax rate cut has only served to accentuate the fears of 
revenue shortfall. Moreover, a reduction in Government spending seems unlikely as it 
will prove counter-productive after the sharp corporate tax rate cuts to revive growth.  
These factors are expected to support the steepness in the yield curve. The short end of 
the curve is expected to be anchored close to the repo rate as RBI is likely to cut rates 
further and maintain surplus liquidity in the system, while the long end of the curve may 
rise further or stay flat, immune to the rate cuts, as the markets fret over the likely 
slippage in fiscal deficit and increased supply of bonds in this segment. 
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